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The University of Trieste offers joint educational activities targeted to providing PhD students with
comprehensive competencies and skills beyond their specific research fields, as part of the requirements for PhD
accreditation. Open Access is already one of the topics covered, as the University of Trieste put in place an OA
mandate for all PhD theses in 2008 and an OA policy for all scientific outputs in June 2013
The two-day workshops aimed at:
- giving the big picture of the Open Science, Open Access and Open Data movements
- showing the benefits of OA and OD for early-career researchers
- explaining what early-career researchers can do to promote OA and OD
- narrowing down the focus to the Italian context
- providing practical information on how to use the local CRIS
- gaining insight on data licensing and data management planning
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#fosteropenscience @victsoukala "open access is about accredited scholar content (not






#OpenAccess policy @UniTrieste >> openstarts.units.it/dspace/handle/… #fosteropenscience
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#fosteropenscience #researchers @victsoukala : you can negotiate your rights with the publishers
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste follow the live stream media.units.it/live.php/PhDSu…
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Know your rights! on sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/ #researchers #fosteropenscience @nancypontika
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@nancypontika @UniTrieste talk about #ORCID #FosterOpenScience pic.twitter.com/j4z9U4Se48
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @victsoukala start talking about "Open policies: #OpenAccess
and #OpenData"
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#FosterOpenScience @vigsoukala growing awareness about #openaccess and OA policies
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @victsoukala talking about "#Horizon2020 #OpenAccess"
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @victsoukala talking about @RECODE_Project 
twitter.com/DigitalAgendaE…
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#FosterOpenScience Etica della condivisione scientifica e vantaggi per la comunità dei ricercatori






My slides from today #fosteropenscience @UniTrieste slideshare.net/NancyPontika/b… and
goo.gl/D0R5QO #openaccess #thankyou @StefaniaArabito
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#FosterOpenScience 2a giornata @UniTrieste dedicata a #openaccess #opendata e #openscience
>> bit.ly/FosterUnits pic.twitter.com/X2kF3wVOHq
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#fosteropenscience @PaolaGar: in Italy @UniTrieste is a lighthouse in the field of #openaccess
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @PaolaGar #CINECA talking about "#OpenAccess in Italy"
pic.twitter.com/EyCmSfMOiM
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @PaolaGar talking about Pleiadi Portal openarchives.it/pleiadi/
pic.twitter.com/Pj1ByuVNPY
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @PaolaGar presents new Project OpenTesi pleiadi.cilea.it
index also #OpenData cited in Doctoral Thesis
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @PaolaGar presents #CINECA Cris System
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_r… IRIS
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#FosterOpenScience @JordanPiscanc @UniTrieste presents the #Trieste IRIS archive arts.units.it
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @ignasi say #Open = Free & Reusable opendefinition.org
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @ignasi presents Registry of #ResearchData #Repositories
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#FosterOpenScience @UniTrieste @ignasi talk about Data Management Plan
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_mana…
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#FosterOpenScience @ignasi presents some DMP Online tools: #Pagoda 
consorciomadrono.es/pagoda/ @digitalcuration DCC DMP dmponline.dcc.ac.uk
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the day after #fosteropenscience @UniTrieste thanks @victsoukala @nancypontika @PaolaGar





Grazie @StefaniaArabito @UniTrieste per la vostra ospitalità
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